To the WORLD COMPLEX SCIENCES ACADEMY (WCSA) EXECUTIVE & DIRECTIVE
BOARD
It is my pleasure to address to the board, following my phone conversations with
WCSA chairman Professor Andrea Pitasi.
On that sense we do want to present an initiative looking for your approval.
The fact is that WCSA profile and prestige is increasing every year mainly in the
European intellectual scenario.
Our firm SANTA FE ASSOCIATES INTERNATIONAL (SFAI) has a very extended links
with professional partners in Central and South American partners, so the idea is to
try to increase the WCSA activity on that region, with mew members and also with
the possibility to get sponsorship from regional international banks like the
Interamerican Development Bank, the Organisation of American States and the
like.
To get that expansion our proposal is to open WCSA in South America, mamed
WACSA LATAM, legally speaking WCSA and WCSA LATAM would be totally
independent, legally speaking , one from the other, both not for profit
organisations.
WCSA LATAM will be located in a country that are giving the best socio- economic
possibilities and also taxes and registration facilities: URUGUAY.
We intend to have a physical address (SFAI office today in Montevideo, Ituzaingo
street 1733) based in a NGO office registered in Uruguay with a bank account also
there. We will have also a web site with the same look and feel that the original
one of WCSA.
I personally will take care of and chair WCSA LATAM with no cost to WCSA at all .
Andrea Pitasi will be Honorary President of WCSA LATAM with no legal power, no
civil responsibility , no criminal responsibility.

We shall promote therefore new associate members, new papers and books to
publish .
All the financial resources originated in WCSA LATAM will be managed through
the bank account to be opened in Uruguay, in the name of WCSA LATAM.
We are thinking on a good social presentation of the WCSA activity though the
Uruguayan government that is looking to develop their intellectual possibilities as
much as possible. In short Uruguay is planning to recoup their identity they had 30
years ago as the Latin American Switzerland.
WCSA LATAM will provide consulting, training, coaching and multibusiness
services to third parts which can promote business development.
Thus, I propose to found WCSA LATAM based in Montevideo I will chair. WCSA
and WCSA LATAM will be two totally independent from each other organizations
both in civil and criminal law.
WCSA would permit WCSA LATAM to take advantage and use the WCSA
intangible assets and tools like the website or media like WCSAJ .
In return WCSA would receive yearly 10 000,00 euro paid yearly within February
28th (first payment within February 28th 2022) by WCSA LATAM as a LICENSE FEE
and the 0, 50% yearly of WCSA LATAM profit, if any, as a DONATION (to be
delivered yearly first donation within March 31st 2023). As a part of this general
proposal to shape a brief and technical annex about the TERMS AND CONDITIONS
OF USE of WCSA intangible assets, website and journal by WCSA LATAM which will
be a non for-profit company.
The Annex will be part of the proposal and of the agreement which will follow
within the end of 2021.
In short, we are proposing
•
•
•
•
•
•

To open WCSA LATAM
To expand the number of members though the Latin American contacts
SFAI has
No cost for WCSA organization
To get an annual donation done by SFAI of 10,000 euros per year
To start a promotional expansion of the WCSA intellectual base
To agree on a supplemental 0,5% for referral fee to be credited to WCSA
calculated on the WCSA LATAM annual income.

Hope to have synthetized the idea as good as possible and to get the board
approval. I shall be at your disposal if any detail is necessary to add the present
initiative.
Receive in the meantime my very best regards
October 26th, 2021

Dr. Alfredo Spilzinger [PhD]
Lord of Brownsel

ANNEX TO THE PROPOSAL
Without prejudice to what is established in this point, and in accordance with the provisions of the
proposal, all personnel that WCSA LATAM must affect for the execution of said proposal, will be
their sole responsibility, there being no link with WCSA.
WCSA will not assume any responsibility and will be detached from any conflict or litigation that may
eventually arise due to labor issues between WCSA LATAM and the personnel they occupy, and that
could involve the intervention of those state agencies linked to the comptroller of transgressions to
norms established for the labor, social security and tax order that fall on WCSA LATAM.
The latter will be solely responsible for the effective and efficient execution of the clauses stipulated in
the proposal, exempting WCSA from all liability related to damages of any kind and / or nature.
The proposal will not constitute the fact that either party is an agent of the other or the creation of a
partnership, joint venture or similar relationship between the parties and neither party will have the
power to bind the other in any way.
In all aspects, each party will act at all times as independent entities but following WCSA LATAM the
professional, intellectual, ethical and general organizational principles approved in the statutes of
WCSA and the decisions of its executive committee. Decisions that involve modifications to these
principles will require the authorization of the WCSA executive committee.
Countries where WCSA LATAM will develop activities are
Argentina
Bolivia
Brasil
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Chile
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Haiti
México
Nicaragua
Panamá
Paraguay
Perú
Puerto Rico
Rep. Dominicana
Surinam
Uruguay
Venezuela

